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Types of data produced
The types of data, software, curriculum materials, and other materials to be produced in the course of the project that are publicly releasable.

Guidance:
- Clearance of DoD Information for Public Release, No. 5230.09.

Data and metadata standards
The standards to be used for data and metadata format and content.

Guidance:
- Clearance of DoD Information for Public Release, No. 5230.09.
- DOD Discovery of Metadata Standard (DDMS).

Conditions for access and sharing
Conditions for access and sharing including provisions for appropriate protection of privacy, confidentiality, security, intellectual property, or other rights or requirements.

Guidance:
- Clearance of DoD Information for Public Release, No. 5230.09.
- DOD Privacy and Security.

Conditions and provisions for reuse, redistribution, and derivatives
Conditions and provisions for reuse, redistribution, and the creation of derivative works.

Guidance:
- Clearance of DoD Information for Public Release, No. 5230.09.
- DOD Privacy and Security.

Plans for archiving and preservation
Plans for archiving datasets, or data samples, and other digitally formatted scientific data, and for preservation of access thereto. Explicitly describe how the data that underlies scientific publications will be available for discovery, retrieval, and analysis. In accordance with OSTP Memorandum, digitally formatted scientific data resulting from unclassified, publicly releasable research supported wholly or in part by DoD funding should be stored and publicly accessible to search, retrieve, and analyze to the extent feasible and consistent with applicable law and policy; agency mission; resource constraints; and U.S. national, homeland, and economic security.

Guidance:
- Clearance of DoD Information for Public Release, No. 5230.09.
- DOD Privacy and Security.

Justification for the restriction of data
If, for legitimate reasons, the data cannot be preserved and made available for public access, the plan will include a justification citing such reasons.

Guidance:
- Clearance of DoD Information for Public Release, No. 5230.09.
- DOD Privacy and Security.